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  電腦1週 CG,2021-06-18 Windows 10 高級設置九招，效能發揮最大化 小巧超級搜索，免費
速度飛快 iOS 15 全新發佈，重點新功能懶人包 iPhone 必學密技，內建功能鎖定 Apps 保私隱
  Rehumanize Your Business Ethan Beute,Stephen
Pacinelli,2019-04-08 Accelerate sales and improve customer
experience Every day, most working professionals entrust their
most important messages to a form of communication that doesn't
build trust, provide differentiation, or communicate clearly enough.
It's easy to point to the sheer volume of emails, text messages,
voicemails, and even social messaging as the problem that
reduces our reply rates and diminishes our effectiveness. But the
faceless nature of that communication is also to blame.
Rehumanize Your Business explains how to dramatically improve
relationships and results with your customers, prospects,
employees, and recruits by adding personal videos to emails, text
messages, and social messages. It explains the what, why, and
how behind this new movement toward simple, authentic
videos—and when to replace some of your plain, typed-out
communication with webcam and smartphone recordings. •
Restore face-to-face communication for clarity and connection •
Add a personal, human touch to your emails and other messages •
Meet people who’ve sent thousands of videos • Learn to
implement your own video habit in an easy, time-saving way •
Boost your replies, appointments, conversion, referrals, and results
dramatically If you’re ready to influence, teach, sell, or serve in a
more personal way, Rehumanize Your Business is your guide.
  Portrait Tracy Patrick,2022-12-19 A debut collection of
searingly honest poems written after the author’s diagnosis with
cardiomyopathy at aged 42. Patrick looks for a poetic language,
form and expression that gives meaning to her life-changing
experiences. These poems use constraints, structure and the
disintegration of structure in the search for the poet's truth. The
result is funny, challenging and inventive, a reckoning with
mortality that captures the fear of dying, vicissitudes of change,
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and the sheer the joy of being alive. 'In these poems, themes of
sickness and health are interwoven with mortality and a search for
self-honesty in work that is challenging, experimental, and
oftentimes humorous. 'A brave and authentic rendering of what
tested living feels like.' Donny O'Rourke. 'Portrait does not make
for comfortable reading but its refusal to look away from the
darker side of life coupled with brilliant, often breathtaking turns of
phrase makes it a compelling read.' A C Clarke. 'Tracy Patrick's
poetry resonates with emotion and probability. It contains a wealth
of wisdom and strength on matters of existence, survival and love.
Her voice captures uniquely the fragile joy of being alive.' Dr Jim
Ferguson.
  Open Source Intelligence Tools and Resources Handbook i-
intelligence,2019-08-17 2018 version of the OSINT Tools and
Resources Handbook. This version is almost three times the size of
the last public release in 2016. It reflects the changing intelligence
needs of our clients in both the public and private sector, as well
as the many areas we have been active in over the past two years.
  c't Windows 2019 c't Redaktion,2019-11-12 Der
Problemlöser mit dem c‘t-Notfall-Windows in der brandneuen
2020er-Version: Wie Sie ein kostenloses Rettungssystem auf
Windows-Basis bauen - startet vom USB-Stick • sucht Viren •
repariert und rettet Daten.
  新媒体运营与推广（微课版） 高功步主编,尹寿芳,马千里,季超编著,2021-01-01 随着新媒体对人们的影响越
来越大，越来越多的企业将运营重心转移到新媒体领域。因此，掌握新媒体运营与推广的方法成为新媒体从业人员的必备技能。
本书从新媒体运营与推广的角度出发，首先介绍了新媒体运营与推广的基础知识，然后对新媒体用户运营、新媒体内容运营和新
媒体活动运营的相关知识进行了阐述，最后结合微信公众号、微博、短视频、H5等对新媒体运营与推广的实战知识进行了重
点介绍，以全面覆盖新媒体运营与推广的各项内容，帮助相关新媒体从业人员学习并掌握新媒体运营与推广的方法，使其成为一
名专业、优秀的新媒体运营人员。
  互联网视觉设计 王旭玮编著,2021-09-01 随着时代的发展，互联网视觉设计技术和设计趋势在不断发生变化。
本书从互联网的角度出发，以设计理论和项目实践相结合的方式，介绍了互联网视觉设计的相关知识与操作技能。本书共包
括10章，主要内容包括初识互联网视觉设计、互联网视觉设计的基本原则、互联网视觉设计的基本要素、电商视觉设计、微信
公众号视觉设计、H5视觉设计、网站页面视觉设计、活动广告页面视觉设计、短视频视觉设计、综合案例—家居类品牌视觉
设计。
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  International WOCE Newsletter ,1999
  Strange Frequencies Peter Bebergal,2022-10-04 Now in
paperback. A journey through the attempts artists, scientists, and
tinkerers have made to imagine and communicate with the
otherworldly using various technologies, from cameras to
radiowaves. Strange Frequencies takes readers on an
extraordinary narrative and historical journey to discover how
people have used technology in an effort to search for our own
immortality. Bebergal builds his own ghostly gadgets to reach the
other side, too, and follows the path of famous inventors,
engineers, seekers, and seers who attempted to answer life's
ultimate mysteries. He finds that not only are technological
innovations potent metaphors keeping our spiritual explorations
alive, but literal tools through which to experiment the boundaries
of the physical world and our own psyches. Peter takes the reader
alongside as he explores: the legend of the golem and the strange
history of automata; a photographer who is trying to capture the
physical manifestation of spirits; a homemaker who has recorded
voicemails from the dead; a stage magician who combines magic
and technology to alter his audience's consciousness; and more.
  Meta-Magick: The Book of ATEM Philip H. Farber,2008-07-01 In
Meta-Magick: The Book of Atem, Philip H. Farber combines
traditional ritual sensibilities with contemporary concepts of
neurolinguistics and memetics to create a unique entity - Atem. In
this instance, the essence of an entity is encoded in a book and
activated by the reader. At the same time, the book is a
comprehensive manual of evocation, containing dozens of easy-to-
follow rituals and exercises for exploring and creating magical
entities of every sort. Farber teaches readers to wake up from
their habitual trance, to reprogram themselves to stand in the
Mystery without unnecessary mystification. This supercharged
fusion of tried-and-true magical and psychological techniques
moves beyond trauma, healing, and recovery into self-fulfillment
and self-transformation. Combining both disciplines with methods
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such as intentionality, autohypnosis, visualization, personification,
and experiential journeys, Farber creates a powerful system that
opens the way to peak experiences, self-knowledge, even cosmic
consciousness. Rather than importing standardized healing
images, readers learn to create their own emergent metaphors,
their own creative strengths and flexible freedom.
  Infinite Powers Steven Strogatz,2019 From preeminent math
personality and author of The Joy of x, a brilliant and endlessly
appealing explanation of calculus - how it works and why it makes
our lives immeasurably better. Without calculus, we wouldn't have
cell phones, TV, GPS, or ultrasound. We wouldn't have unraveled
DNA or discovered Neptune or figured out how to put 5,000 songs
in your pocket. Though many of us were scared away from this
essential, engrossing subject in high school and college, Steven
Strogatz's brilliantly creative, down‑to‑earth history shows that
calculus is not about complexity; it's about simplicity. It harnesses
an unreal number--infinity--to tackle real‑world problems, breaking
them down into easier ones and then reassembling the answers
into solutions that feel miraculous. Infinite Powers recounts how
calculus tantalized and thrilled its inventors, starting with its first
glimmers in ancient Greece and bringing us right up to the
discovery of gravitational waves (a phenomenon predicted by
calculus). Strogatz reveals how this form of math rose to the
challenges of each age: how to determine the area of a circle with
only sand and a stick; how to explain why Mars goes backwards
sometimes; how to make electricity with magnets; how to ensure
your rocket doesn't miss the moon; how to turn the tide in the
fight against AIDS. As Strogatz proves, calculus is truly the
language of the universe. By unveiling the principles of that
language, Infinite Powers makes us marvel at the world anew.
  Remembering the Kanji 2 James W. Heisig,2012-04-30
Following the first volume of Remembering the Kanji, the present
work provides students with helpful tools for learning the
pronunciation of the kanji. Behind the notorious inconsistencies in
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the way the Japanese language has come to pronounce the
characters it received from China lie several coherent patterns.
Identifying these patterns and arranging them in logical order can
reduce dramatically the amount of time spent in the brute
memorization of sounds unrelated to written forms. Many of the
“primitive elements,” or building blocks, used in the drawing of the
characters also serve to indicate the “Chinese reading” that
particular kanji use, chiefly in compound terms. By learning one of
the kanji that uses such a “signal primitive,” one can learn the
entire group at the same time. In this way, Remembering the Kanji
2 lays out the varieties of phonetic pattern and offers helpful hints
for learning readings, that might otherwise appear completely
random, in an efficient and rational way. Individual frames cross-
reference the kanji to alternate readings and to the frame in
volume 1 in which the meaning and writing of the kanji was first
introduced. A parallel system of pronouncing the kanji, their
“Japanese readings,” uses native Japanese words assigned to
particular Chinese characters. Although these are more easily
learned because of the association of the meaning to a single
word, the author creates a kind of phonetic alphabet of single
syllable words, each connected to a simple Japanese word, and
shows how they can be combined to help memorize particularly
troublesome vocabulary. The 4th edition has been updated to
include the 196 new kanji approved by the government in 2010 as
“general-use” kanji.
  Power Transformer Condition Monitoring and Diagnosis Ahmed
Abu-Siada,2018-01-31 This must-read book on power transformer
monitoring will incorporate current power transformer condition
monitoring techniques from principles to practice. Each chapter
will cover the fundamentals and theory of the topic, convey
techniques to measure relevant parameters, and assess or
interpret the results. The book will include factory acceptance
tests, receiving end pre-commissioning tests, and commissioning
tests. It will also include the limitations and challenges, and
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approaches to overcome these limitations.
  Young and Damned and Fair Gareth Russell,2017-04-04
England July 1540: it is one of the hottest summers on record and
the court of Henry VIII is embroiled, once again, in political
scandal. Anne Cleves is out. Thomas Cromwell is to be executed
and, in the countryside, an aristocratic teenager named Catherine
Howard prepares to become fifth wife to the increasingly
unpredictable monarch... In the five centuries since her death,
Catherine Howard has been dismissed as 'a wanton',
'inconsequential' or a naive victim of her ambitious family, but the
story of her rise and fall offers not only a terrifying and compelling
story of an attractive, vivacious young woman thrown onto the
shores of history thanks to a king's infatuation, but an intense
portrait of Tudor monarchy in microcosm: how royal favour was
won, granted, exercised, displayed, celebrated and, at last,
betrayed and lost. The story of Catherine Howard is both a very
dark fairy tale and a gripping political scandal.
  The Story Engine Kyle Gray,2017-05 The Story Engine provides
your with everything you need to reap the benefits of content
marketing. You'll learn how to plan content marketing success
early, and how to avoid common pitfalls. We will explore how to
build a team to handle time-consuming parts of creation and still
feel secure knowing that your content fits your unique brand. All
this without breaking your budget--Back cover.
  Efficient R Programming Colin Gillespie,Robin
Lovelace,2016-12-08 There are many excellent R resources for
visualization, data science, and package development. Hundreds
of scattered vignettes, web pages, and forums explain how to use
R in particular domains. But little has been written on how to
simply make R work effectively—until now. This hands-on book
teaches novices and experienced R users how to write efficient R
code. Drawing on years of experience teaching R courses, authors
Colin Gillespie and Robin Lovelace provide practical advice on a
range of topics—from optimizing the set-up of RStudio to
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leveraging C++—that make this book a useful addition to any R
user’s bookshelf. Academics, business users, and programmers
from a wide range of backgrounds stand to benefit from the
guidance in Efficient R Programming. Get advice for setting up an
R programming environment Explore general programming
concepts and R coding techniques Understand the ingredients of
an efficient R workflow Learn how to efficiently read and write data
in R Dive into data carpentry—the vital skill for cleaning raw data
Optimize your code with profiling, standard tricks, and other
methods Determine your hardware capabilities for handling R
computation Maximize the benefits of collaborative R
programming Accelerate your transition from R hacker to R
programmer
  Foundations of GTK+ Development Andrew
Krause,2007-09-09 There are only two mainstream solutions for
building the graphical interface of Linux-based desktop
applications, and GTK+ (GIMP Toolkit) is one of them. It is a
necessary technology for all Linux programmers. This book guides
the reader through the complexities of GTK+, laying the
groundwork that allows the reader to make the leap from novice to
professional. Beginning with an overview of key topics such as
widget choice, placement, and behavior, readers move on to learn
about more advanced issues. Replete with real-world examples,
the developer can quickly take advantages of the concepts
presented within to begin building his own projects.
  Becoming the Math Teacher You Wish You'd Had Tracy
Johnston Zager,2023-10-10 Ask mathematicians to describe
mathematics and they' ll use words like playful, beautiful, and
creative. Pose the same question to students and many will use
words like boring, useless, and even humiliating. Becoming the
Math Teacher You Wish You' d Had, author Tracy Zager helps
teachers close this gap by making math class more like
mathematics. Zager has spent years working with highly skilled
math teachers in a diverse range of settings and grades and has
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compiled those' ideas from these vibrant classrooms into' this
game-changing book. Inside you' ll find: ' How to Teach Student-
Centered Mathematics:' Zager outlines a problem-solving
approach to mathematics for elementary and middle school
educators looking for new ways to inspire student learning Big
Ideas, Practical Application:' This math book contains dozens of
practical and accessible teaching techniques that focus on
fundamental math concepts, including strategies that simulate
connection of big ideas; rich tasks that encourage students to
wonder, generalize, hypothesize, and persevere; and routines to
teach students how to collaborate Key Topics for Elementary and
Middle School Teachers:' Becoming the Math Teacher You Wish
You' d Had' offers fresh perspectives on common challenges, from
formative assessment to classroom management for elementary
and middle school teachers No matter what level of math class
you teach, Zager will coach you along chapter by chapter. All
teachers can move towards increasingly authentic and delightful
mathematics teaching and learning. This important book helps
develop instructional techniques that will make the math classes
we teach so much better than the math classes we took.
  Content Machine Dan Norris,2016-11 Content Machine
outlines a strategy for using content marketing to build a 7-figure
business with zero advertising. Whether you are a blogger, content
marketer, entrepreneur or marketing manager, Content Machine
will help you see the return you deserve from your content
marketing efforts.
  Wired/Wireless Internet Communications Fernando
Boavida,Edmundo Monteiro,Saverio Mascolo,Yevgeni
Koucheryavy,2007-05-10 This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Wired/Wireless
Internet Communications, WWIC 2007, held in Coimbra, Portugal in
May 2007. The 32 revised full papers cover transport layer issues,
handover and QoS, traffic engineering, audio/video over IP, IEEE
802.11 WLANs, sensor networks, protocols for ad-hoc and mesh
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networks, as well as OFDM systems.

This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents
of this Screentogif by online. You might not require more times
to spend to go to the ebook initiation as well as search for them. In
some cases, you likewise pull off not discover the declaration
Screentogif that you are looking for. It will no question squander
the time.

However below, similar to you visit this web page, it will be
therefore unquestionably simple to get as without difficulty as
download lead Screentogif

It will not recognize many period as we run by before. You can get
it even if be in something else at house and even in your
workplace. appropriately easy! So, are you question? Just exercise
just what we come up with the money for under as well as
evaluation Screentogif what you subsequent to to read!
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individuals can
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This accessibility
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